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Abstract Growing food demand has been addressed by

protecting crops from insects, weeds, and other organisms

by increasing the application of pesticides, thus increasing

the risk of environmental contamination. Many pesticides,

such as the triazines, are poorly soluble in water and

require trace detection methods, which are normally

achieved with high-cost sophisticated chromatography

techniques. Here, we combine surface-enhanced Raman

scattering (SERS) with multidimensional projection tech-

niques to detect the toxic herbicide prometryn in ultrapure,

deionized, and tap waters. The SERS spectra for prometryn

were recorded with good signal-to-noise ratio down to

5 9 10-12 mol/L in ultrapure water, approaching single-

molecule levels, and 5 9 10-9 mol/L in tap water. The

latter is one order of magnitude below the threshold

allowed for drinking water. In addition to providing a fin-

gerprint of prometryn molecules at low concentrations,

SERS is advantageous compared to other methods since it

does not require pretreatment or chemical separation. The

multidimensional projection methods and the detection

procedure with SERS are entirely generic, and may be

extended to any other pesticide or water contaminants, thus

allowing environmental control to be potentially low cost if

portable Raman spectrophotometers are used.

Introduction

The growing demand for food in conjunction with com-

petition from international markets forces the agribusiness

to increasingly resort to agrochemicals, as is the case of

Brazil where the sales of pesticides have increased dra-

matically to position the country as the largest consumer in

the world, ahead of the USA [1]. The lack of criteria for

controlling the use of pesticides represents a severe envi-

ronmental issue due to contamination of plants, soil, and

groundwater. Furthermore, the easy dispersion of pesti-

cides in the atmosphere and oceans can rapidly reach

global scale contamination [2]. According to the World

Health Organization (WHO), millions of people are poi-

soned by these substances every year, leading to approxi-

mately 220,000 deaths [3]. From the various types of

herbicides, triazine derivatives are prominent for their use

in the pre- and post-emergent control of weed seeds in a

variety of crops, including corn, sugar cane, sorghum,

pineapple, banana, coffee, and grapes [4]. The triazine

derivatives and their degradation products are toxic and

nonbiodegradable, which can lead to environmental con-

tamination. Particularly relevant is contamination in

groundwater and drinking water [5]. Prometryn is one of

the most used herbicides of the triazine family, whose

maximum concentration allowed in drinking water is

23.2 lg/L (9.62 9 10-8 mol/L or 23.2 ppb), according to

regulations from the United States Environmental Protec-

tion Agency (USEPA) [6].
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Only a few analytical methods are available that can

reach such level of dilution, most of which involve chro-

matography experiments [7, 8]. Electrochemical tech-

niques are also employed in detecting prometryn, although

electrochemical sensors based on mercury electrodes [9–

11] have negative environmental implications. Motivated

by the need to develop sensitive and selective methods to

monitor residual amounts of prometryn, in this study we

combine the highly sensitive and selective surface-en-

hanced Raman scattering (SERS) [12] with advanced

computational data analysis in order to detect prometryn

below the threshold allowed for drinking water. SERS is a

vibrational technique in which signal enhancement of tar-

get molecules is achieved due to localized surface plasmon

resonance (LSPR) excited using metallic nanostructures

[13–15]. Basically, the incident electric field (Einc), from

the probing laser, interacts with the metallic nanoparticles

and induces a collective oscillation of the electronic metal

cloud, which is able to sustain LSPR. In terms of electric

field, the nanoparticle excitation induces an electric field

(Ep) in its surroundings, leading to a local electric field

(Elocal) given by the sum Elocal = Einc ? Ep, which is much

larger than Einc itself and oscillates with the same fre-

quency of the probing laser. When the target molecule is

close enough to the nanoparticle, Elocal polarizes the target

molecule, inducing a molecular dipole (p1). The electric

field irradiated by p1 can also polarize the metallic

nanoparticle, inducing a dipole in the nanoparticles (p2),

which oscillates with the same frequency of p1 (Raman

frequency). The intense local electric field (Elocal) is pro-

portional to E4 and can achieve an enhancement factor

from 103 to 106 in average and up to 1010 in the so-called

‘‘hot spots’’ (interstices of AgNPs aggregates where

extremely high density of electric field is found) [13–16].

The samples used in the experiments included prome-

tryn solutions in ultrapure, deionized, and tap waters, in

which the latter mimics the conditions found in real

samples.

Materials and methods

Reagents

The reagents silver nitrate (AgNO3, MM = 169.88 g/mol),

hydroxylamine hydrochloride (NH2OH�HCl, MM =

69.49 g/mol), and sodium hydroxide (NaOH, MM =

40.00 g/mol) were acquired from Sigma-Aldrich. Prome-

tryn (C10H19N5S, MM = 241.36 g/mol), purity = 98.8 %,

was purchased from Fluka Analytical. All the chemicals

were used without further purification. Ultrapure water

with resistivity of 18.2 MX cm and pH 5.6, acquired from

a Milli-Q system (model Simplicity), was used to prepare

the Ag colloid and prometryn stock solution. Deionized tap

water with resistivity of 0.3 MX cm, acquired from a

deionization system (model SP-050C), was also used to

prepare a prometryn stock solution. The neutralization

process removes nitrates, calcium, magnesium, cadmium,

barium, lead, and some forms of radium from the water

[17].

Synthesis of Ag colloid by hydroxylamine reduction

The Ag colloid (AgNPs) obtained by hydroxylamine

reduction was synthesized according to the methodology

described by Leopold and Lendl [18]. The synthesis con-

sisted in adding 4.5 mL aqueous solution of NaOH

0.1 mol/L, at room temperature, into 5 mL of NH2OH�HCl
43.3 mmol/L solution. This solution was added to 90 mL

of AgNO3 at 1.2 mmol/L, under stirring, thus yielding a

AgNPs colloidal dispersion with a final concentration of ca.

1.0 mmol/L [18]. The UV–Vis spectrum and SEM image

of the Ag colloid are shown in Figure S1 in the Supple-

mentary Material, in which results from zeta potential, size

and shape of the AgNPs are discussed.

UV–Vis absorption, SEM, zeta potential,

and Raman scattering

The UV–Vis absorption spectrum of the Ag colloid was

recorded using a Varian spectrophotometer, model Cary

50, from 190 to 1100 nm. Scanning electron microscope

(SEM) images were taken with a Carls Zeiss equipment,

EVO LS15 model (Laboratory LabMMEV at FCT/

UNESP). The zeta potential was determined using a

ZetaSizer3000 HS. The Micro-Raman analysis was per-

formed using a micro-Raman Renishaw spectrograph,

model in-Via, equipped with a Leica microscope, where a

950 objective lens allows collecting spectra with ca. 1 lm2

spatial resolution. The spectrograph contains a charge-

coupled device (CCD) detector, laser line at 633 nm, 1800

grooves/mm grating with additional edge filters. In all

measurements, the Raman scattering and SERS spectra

were acquired with spectral acquisition times of 10 s and

laser power within the lW range at the sample.

Solutions for SERS measurements

Three prometryn stock solutions at 1 9 10-4 mol/L were

prepared by dissolving 6.0 mg of prometryn in 250 mL of

ultrapure, deionized, and tap waters, under sonication.

These stock solutions were diluted in Ag colloid to achieve

SERS. The final solution concentrations of prometryn were

5 9 10-5, 5 9 10-6, 5 9 10-7, 5 9 10-8, 5 9 10-9,

5 9 10-10, 5 9 10-11, and 5 9 10-12 mol/L. In order to

acquire SERS spectra, a small droplet of prometryn
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solution (diluted in Ag colloid) was placed in a holder

under the microscope and the laser focus was adjusted onto

the air/water interface. Usually, several spectra were

recorded from 2 different drops until getting at least 8

spectra with suitable signal/noise ratio for each drop. For

each concentration (2 drops), the measurements were per-

formed in a total of approximately 2 h, for which the sol-

vent evaporation (water) was minimal. Fig. 1 illustrates the

procedure adopted in the SERS measurements.

Data analysis

The SERS spectra were analyzed using a multidimensional

projection technique, in which data from a multidimen-

sional space can be projected onto a 2D space creating a

plot with maximum preservation of similarity relationships.

Formally, the data in the original space are represented by

X = {x1,x2,…,xn}, and d(xi, xj) is defined as the distance

between two data instances i and j. The 2D plot is created

by projecting them onto the plane with graphical markers

represented by Y = {y1,y2,…,yn}, with the positions on the

2D plot being determined in an optimization procedure

using an injective function f: X ? Y that minimizes |d(xi,
xj) - d(f(xi),f(yj))| & 0, Vxi, xj [ X [19], where d(yi, yj) is

the distance function on the projected plane. The flexibility

of this optimization approach arises from the availability of

several cost (or error) functions used for placing the

graphical markers on the 2D plot. Here we used the so-

called Interactive Document Map (IDMAP) [20], whose

function is defined as follows:

Fig. 1 Schematic procedure for the SERS measurements. The

prometryn molecular structure is represented in 3D where the atoms

are distinguished by the colors: H (white), C (gray), N (blue), and S

(yellow) (Color figure online)

Fig. 2 SERS spectra (raw data) of prometryn ultrapure water

solutions diluted in Ag colloid at 5 9 10-7, 5 9 10-8, 5 9 10-9,

5 9 10-10, 5 9 10-11, and 5 9 10-12 mol/L. The Raman intensity

(Y-axis) is normalized. An Ag colloid spectrum is given as reference

(control) at the bottom

Table 1 Vibrational assignments of prometryn characteristic bands

[24, 25]

Prometryn

(cm-1)

Assignments

703 (C1–S stretching) [24, 25]

826 (Ring breathing) [24]

902 (Ring breathing) [24]

970 (Ring breathing) [24]

1149 (C–S stretching); (isopropyl group deformation) [24, 25]

1176 (C–S stretching) [24, 25]

1273 (Plane deformation of the ring); (C–S stretching); (N–C–

H deformation); (C–C–H deformation) [24, 25]

1310 (Plane deformation of the ring); (N–C–H deformation);

(C–S stretching); (C–C–H deformation) [24, 25]

1347 (S-CH3 symmetric bending ? lateral chains C–C–H

deformation) [24, 25]

1457 (CH3 deformation on the sulfanyl group) [24, 25]

2760 (C–H stretching); (H–C–C bending) [24]

2873 (C–H stretching of the CH3 groups) [24]

2909 (C51-H ? C52-H ? C53-H stretching) [24]

2936 (C31-H ? C32-H ? C33-H stretching) [24]

2984 (C31-32-H symmetric and antisymmetric stretchings)

[24]
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SIDMAP ¼ dðxi; xjÞ � dmin

dmax � dmin

� dðyi; yjÞ ð1Þ

where d and d are the distance functions defined above and

dmin and dmax are the minimum and maximum distances

between the samples.

Results and discussion

Probing prometryn in ultrapure water solutions

The SERS effect was applied in detecting highly diluted

solutions of prometryn in order to include the maximum

value allowed for drinking water (10-8 mol/L) according to

regulation by the United States Environmental Protection

Agency (USEPA) [6]. The solution concentration plays a

role because aggregation of prometryn molecules may

hinder adsorption onto the Ag colloid [21], thus leading to

smaller SERS enhancement. Figure S2 in the Supplemen-

tary Material shows SERS spectra collected at relatively

high concentrations of 5 9 10-5 and 5 9 10-6 mol/L.

Despite the low signal/noise ratio, these SERS spectra were

found in all the measurements for these high concentra-

tions. In contrast, intense, well-defined vibrational bands

are seen in Fig. 2 for solutions from 5 9 10-7 mol/L down

to 10-12 mol/L. Two main points should be highlighted

here: (i) the spectral acquisition from 5 9 10-7 down to

10-12 mol/L is not straightforward because only the

molecules adsorbed at the interstices of AgNPs aggregates

(‘‘hot spots’’) will give rise to measurable signals; (ii) the

SERS spectra in Fig. 2 are normalized and a linear increase

of the SERS signal with concentration was not observed at

this range of concentration. Obtaining analytical curves

using SERS (e.g., band intensity vs. prometryn concen-

tration) is not straightforward because band intensity

depends on several factors, in addition to the analyte

concentration. For example, the SERS intensity may fluc-

tuate owing to the movement of metallic nanoparticles-

target molecules in and out of the volume probed by the

laser. It also depends on the size, shape, and aggregation of

the metallic nanoparticles, which is the reason why there

are only a few works in the literature with attempts to

correlate band intensity with analyte concentration [22].

The spectra taken from neat Ag colloid, shown in Fig-

ure S3 in the Supplementary Material, are used as reference

(control). Since only the signal expected from the Ag

colloid was observed in these samples, one may be sure of

the low level of impurities. The main vibrational bands in

the SERS spectra for the solutions in Fig. 2 are highlighted

by dotted lines, with the assignments given in Table 1.

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of the prometryn adsorption onto

AgNPs, which is believed to occur via interactions of their N and C–S

groups, with the ring lying parallel to the AgNPs

Fig. 4 IDMAP

multidimensional projection

grouping the results by different

concentrations of prometryn in

ultrapure water solutions. Each

circle represents a whole SERS

spectrum. The closer the circles,

the more similar the SERS

spectra
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According to the selection rules for SERS [13–16, 23],

vibrational modes with dipole moment perpendicular to Ag

surface (consequently, parallel to the electric field) result in

a high intensity of the SERS signal. Larger enhancements

are found for bands assigned to the vibrational modes

involving the ring, within the 1500–1100 cm-1 region

[24], suggesting that the aromatic N atoms play a role in

the prometryn adsorption onto the AgNPs. Furthermore,

the largest enhancement of the band at 1273 cm-1 (in-

plane deformation of the ring mixed with the stretching of

C–S [24, 25]) indicates that prometryn molecules are

preferentially adsorbed onto AgNPs through the C–S

groups, as depicted in Fig. 3. Besides, we highlight the

band at 970 cm-1 (ring breathing), which is the most

intense in the powder spectrum but decreased drastically in

the SERS spectrum. This suggests that the prometryn

molecules have their triazinic ring positioned parallel to the

AgNPs surface (selection rules [13]). This conclusion is

supported by the SERS experimental results from Bonora

et al. [24] working with atrazine, simetryn, and prometryn

herbicides, and by theoretical calculations of Benassi et al.

[25].

A visual inspection of Fig. 2 allows one to infer whether

it is possible to detect the different prometryn concentra-

tions. In order to demonstrate this distinction ability when

many samples are compared, one has to resort to statistical

or computational methods for analyzing the data. Here we

confirmed such distinction ability by treating the SERS

spectra shown in Fig. 2 with the IDMAP multidimensional

projection technique, whose results are given in Fig. 4.

Details of multidimensional projection techniques can be

found in Paulovich et al. [26] and Oliveira et al. [27].

Basically, each circle in the plot represents a whole spec-

trum, and the closer the circles, the more similar the SERS

spectra. Samples with distinct prometryn concentrations

are clustered apart from each other, indicating that SERS

can easily distinguish samples even down to 10-12 mol/L.

A larger dispersion of the data is seen for prometryn

solutions at 10-10, 10-11, and 10-12 mol/L, which is a

direct consequence of fluctuations on the SERS spectra

affecting bandwidth, band shape, Raman shift, and absolute

and relative intensities for highly diluted solutions. This is

typical of the unique behavior observed as single-molecule

limits are approached, revealing the breakdown of

ensemble averaging SERS spectra and the local changes of

molecular environment [13, 28]. Indeed, the number of

prometryn molecules per picoliter (10-12 L) at 5 9 10-12

mo/L is estimated to be three. The picoliter scale is the

order of magnitude of the volume probed by a laser in

single-molecule experiments [29, 30].

The smallest concentration tested here is the lowest ever

detected for prometryn solutions, approaching single-

molecule levels. In fact, the use of SERS for prometryn in

the literature has never gone below 10-4 mol/L [24].

Prometryn detection with chromatography techniques has

reached limits from 10-6 to 10-10 mol/L [31, 32] while the

differential pulse polarographic method led to detection of

atrazine, prometryn, and simazine herbicides down to

8 9 10-8 mol/L [7]. Oliveira-Brett et al. [33] reported an

electrochemical biosensor to investigate the interactions

Fig. 5 SERS spectra (raw data) collected for: a deionized water

solutions of prometryn diluted in Ag colloid at 5 9 10-7, 5 9 10-8,

5 9 10-9, 5 9 10-10, 5 9 10-11, 5 9 10-12 mol/L and b tap water

solutions of prometryn at 5 9 10-5, 5 9 10-6, 5 9 10-7, 5 9 10-8,

and 5 9 10-9 mol/L. The Raman intensity (Y-axis) is normalized. Ag

colloid spectra containing deionized and tap water are given as

reference (control) at the bottom of each figure
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between DNA and herbicides from the s-triazine group,

achieving a detection limit of 5 9 10-4 mol/L.

Probing trace levels of prometryn in deionized

and tap water solutions

One important challenge in sensing experiments is to deal

with real samples, as is the case of probing trace levels of

prometryn in deionized and tap water solutions, which

mimic the conditions prevailing in real samples. Figure 5a

shows the SERS spectra collected for deionized water

solutions of prometryn diluted in Ag colloid at 5 9 10-7,

5 9 10-8, 5 9 10-9, 5 9 10-10, 5 9 10-11, and

5 9 10-12 mol/L. The SERS spectra collected for tap

water solutions of prometryn diluted in Ag colloid at

5 9 10-5, 5 9 10-6, 5 9 10-7, 5 9 10-8, and 5 9 10-9

mol/L are displayed in Fig. 5b. Several Ag colloid spectra

are given in the Supplementary Material (Fig. S4). The

signal arising from the Ag colloid containing either

deionized or tap water indicates the presence of impurities

in the medium that might interfere in the SERS signal of

the target molecule. Indeed, there is an overlap of bands

between 1100 and 1621 cm-1 for prometryn and Ag col-

loid spectra, as shown in Fig. 5a, b.

The suitability of SERS to identify prometryn in

deionized tap water solutions is more clearly visualized in

Fig. 6 IDMAP

multidimensional projection

grouping the results by different

concentrations of prometryn in

deionized water solutions. Each

circle represents a whole SERS

spectrum. The closer the circles,

the more similar the SERS

spectra

Fig. 7 IDMAP

multidimensional projection

grouping the results by different

concentrations of prometryn in

tap water solutions. Each circle

represents a whole SERS

spectrum. The closer the circles,

the more similar the SERS

spectra
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the 2D plot in Fig. 6 where the SERS spectra were treated

using the IDMAP multidimensional technique. The results

are grouped according to the similarity of the analyzed

data. Prometryn concentrations at 5 9 10-5, 5 9 10-6,

5 9 10-7, 5 9 10-8, and 5 9 10-9 mol/L are clustered

apart from each other. However, the clusters associated

with more diluted prometryn solutions (5 9 10-10,

5 9 10-11, and 5 9 10-12 mol/L) are lumped together and

some overlap occurs. Hence, though the samples contain-

ing prometryn can be distinguished from deionized

water—even down to 5 9 10-12 mol/L—they cannot be

clearly separated among themselves.

The distinguishing ability using SERS spectra is the

poorest for prometryn solutions obtained from tap water,

which should be expected due to its larger amount of

impurities. Figure 7 shows the projection map of the data

acquired for tap water solutions of prometryn only for

concentrations starting at 10-9 mol/L. We omitted the data

for lower concentrations, since their clusters would col-

lapse into the cluster for the Ag colloid reference (control).

The SERS spectra of prometryn solutions prepared with

ultrapure, deionized, or tap waters are shown in Fig. 8,

besides the Raman spectrum of the Ag colloid containing

tap water. The main vibrational bands in the SERS spectra

for the solutions are highlighted by dotted lines (Fig. 8).

The signal/noise ratio for the spectra collected in deionized

and in tap water solutions of prometryn is not as high as in

ultrapure water solutions, with the vibrational bands of

prometryn being less defined (Fig. 8). The SERS signal is

highly dependent on the distance between the metal

nanoparticle surface and the target molecule [13], practi-

cally vanishing for distances larger than 150 Å. Therefore,

impurities in deionized and in tap water may adsorb onto

AgNPs and hinder the direct contact of prometryn mole-

cules with the metal surface. The higher signal/noise ratio

are found for the bands within 1500–1100 cm-1 region,

assigned to the vibrational modes involving the ring [24].

The vibrational modes assigned to isopropyl groups

between 2909 and 2984 cm-1 are no longer observed (see

Fig. 8). Then, it seems that the triazine ring might also play

a role in the adsorption onto the AgNPs surface for

deionized and tap water.

The role of impurities is highlighted by the IDMAP

projection in Fig. 9 in which the data are plotted from

different Ag colloid references (ultrapure, deionized, and

tap waters) and prometryn solutions at 10-9 mol/L (ultra-

pure, deionized, and tap waters). It is clear that the pro-

jection technique (IDMAP) results show different patterns

depending on the system analyzed. For instance, in general

Fig. 8 SERS spectra of prometryn solutions in ultrapure (5 9 10-9

mol/L), deionized (5 9 10-9 mol/L), and tap water (5 9 10-9 mol/L)

compared with the reference spectrum (control) of the Ag colloid

containing tap water

Fig. 9 IDMAP

multidimensional projection

grouping the results from the

different Ag colloid references

and prometryn solutions at 10-9

mol/L in ultrapure, deionized,

and tap water. Each circle

represents a whole SERS

spectrum. The closer the circles,

the more similar the SERS

spectra
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it is seen that the circles (within a cluster) are more spread

for lower concentrations when prometryn is diluted in

ultrapure water. On the other hand, considering the prom-

etryn diluted in deionized or tap water, the circles (within a

cluster) are more spread for higher concentrations. These

opposite patterns could be understood considering that for

ultrapure water (high purity medium), the addition of small

amounts of impurity (prometryn) would be enough to lead

to dramatic changes in the medium. For deionized or tap

water (high impurity medium), the addition of small

amounts of impurity (prometryn) would not be enough to

interfere substantially in the medium because it is already

impure. It is likely that a larger number of spectra will be

required to understand the dispersion in the data for real

samples, i.e., containing considerable amounts of

impurities.

Therefore, even in the worst scenario represented by

solutions made with tap water, treating the SERS data with

IDMAP allows one to detect prometryn to concentrations

one order of magnitude below the limit allowed for

drinking water. This highlights the usefulness of projection

techniques not only to handle the data but also to optimize

the sensing performance. The performance of SERS-based

detection is competitive with a few works in the literature

for detection of pesticides in real samples, most of them

based on extraction and size exclusion methods in chro-

matography techniques [8, 34–36]. Koeber et al. were able

to detect triazine herbicides in river samples with a

detection limit of 3.3 9 10-10 mol/L for simazine by

combining column size exclusion and adsorption chro-

matography [31]. Djozan et al. reported detection of s-tri-

azine herbicides in tap water with detection limit of

8.29 9 10-8 mol/L using gas chromatography [37]. Elec-

trochemical techniques have also been applied to detect

herbicides in solutions, foods, and real samples. Some

limits of detection (LOD) reported were 1.7 9 10-8 mol/L

for methidathion [38], 1.9 9 10-11 mol/L for paraquat in

buffer or in potato extracts [39], and 8.9 9 10-8 mol/L for

lindane in ultrapure water [40].

In conclusion, the combination of SERS with informa-

tion visualization methods was successfully applied to

detect prometryn not only in ultrapure water but also in tap

water, which resembles real samples. The concentration

detected is the lowest ever reported for prometryn in

ultrapure water (5 9 10-12 mol/L) and among the lowest

for real samples of nonpurified water (10-9 mol/L). The

prometryn detection in ultrapure water approached single-

molecule levels, which is promising since the experimental

procedure for the measurement is carried out with the

herbicide being directly detected in the sample, with no

pretreatment or chemical separation. The lower SERS

signal/noise ratio for prometryn in tap water is related to

impurities in the samples that may hinder adsorption of the

analyte molecules onto the colloidal AgNPs. The lowest

prometryn concentration detected (10-9 mol/L) in tap

water is still one order of magnitude below the threshold

for drinking water. Since both the detection principle based

on SERS and the information visualization methods are

entirely generic, the approach may be extended to other

pesticides and contaminants, including real samples.
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